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Convergence Rates in the Central Limit Theorem for 
Stationary Mixing Sequences of Random Vectors 
CHRISTIAN HIPP* 
University of Cologne, Cologne, Germany 
Communicated by M. Iosifescu 
Uniform and nonuniform Berry-Esseen bounds are given for strongly mixing 
and uniformly mixing stationary sequences of random vectors. The proofs are 
based on the classical Bernstein procedure. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND Summy 
Consider a strict sense stationary sequence X, , X2 ,... of K-dimensional 
random vectors. For positive integers n let 8, be the a-field generated by 
X r ,..., X, and & the a-field generated by X,, , X,,,, ,... For nonincreasing p: 
N + [0, l] the sequence Xl, X2 ,... is uniformly mixing with mixing coefficient 
plifforalli,j~N,A~P~,B~&+~ 
I W n B) - f’(A) WOI G ,(A W) (1.1) 
(see Ibragimov [6]). For nonincreasing 01: N -+ [0, &] the sequence X1 , Xs ,... 
is strongly mixing with mixing coefficient 01 if for all i, j E N, A E 8, , B E Si+* 
I 44 n B) - f’(A) W)I < a(i) (1.2) 
(see Rosenblatt [IO]). Assume that 
EX,=O and cov x1 = I, (l-3) 
where I is the (k, K)-identity matrix. Define S, = X, + *em + X, and V,, = 
Cov S, . Assume that 
lim n-lV, = V, (1.4) 
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where V is nonsingular and convergence is understood componentwise. Then 
V, is nonsingular for all n. Let F, be the distribution of Z;’ S, , where Z,, is 
the positive definite symmetric matrix with 
and let @ be the distribution of a K-variate normal vector with mean 0 and 
covariance matrix I. For 0 >, 0 define 
We) = SUPU + W)'? I/ I&G', - @)W 1, 
where the supremum is taken over all nonvoid convex measurable C C UP and 
d(C) = infill x 11: x E C}. If X, , Xs ,... is strongly mixing with mixing coefficient 
CL for which 
c a’~“(n) < w (1.5) 
then lim IIn = 0. This follows from the corresponding univariate result 
of Gordin [4]. Under (1.4) we obtain lim Dn(2) = 0. In this paper we shall 
investigate the speed of convergence of D,(8) for uniformly mixing sequences 
with mixing coefficient p satisfying 
c @2(n) < w U-6) 
under the assumption E I/ X, [I3 < co, and for strongly mixing sequences with 
mixing coefficient OL satisfying 
c a’(n) < 03 for all y > 0 (1.7) 
under the assumption E 11 XI IIs < co for all 6 > 0. In the uniformly mixing 
case the bounds for D,(e) given here are smaller than the bounds obtained by 
Jogesh Babu, Gosh, and Singh [8] who consider univariate random variables 
only. We use essentially the same method as Jogesh Babu et al. [S] which was 
first used by Bernstein [l]. For strongly mixing univariate random variables 
Tikhomirov [13] obtained the bound for D,(O) g iven here under less restrictive 
moment conditions. His proof is based on Stein’s [12] method. 
We state our theorems in Section 2, their proofs can be found in Section 3. 
Auxiliary lemmas are defer ed to Section 4. Lemma (4.4) and Lemma (4.11) 
might be of independent interest. 
2. THE RESULTS 
We use the notation of Section 1. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. Let k = 1 and XI , X2 ,... a uniformi’y mixing sequence 
with mixing coeficient p Let 6 > 0 and assume that E 1 X, 12+s < w, and that 
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(1.3), (1.4), and (1.6) hold. Then there exists K > 0 szlch that for alZ n E N and 
z > ((8 + 1) log fz)r~a 
F,{I x / > z} < Kn-%++*‘(10g ?2)2+26. 
Proof. For z < n the assertion follows from Theorem 2 in [S]. Assume now 
that z > n. For n E N and i = l,..., n let 
x; = xi1 (I,y.l<zn’le} and s:, = x; + ... +x;, I. 
Then there exists KI > 0 such that for all n E N 
P(S, # S;) < Kln-6/2z-(2+s’. (2.2) 
The proposition in [9] applied for d = z&2, p = 2 + 6, Q = 2, implies that 
for all s > 0 there exists K, > 0 such that for all 12 E N 
E 1 s:, /2+6+s < K2(n(2+6+s)/2 + n(znll”)“). (2.3) 
With (2.2), (2.3) f or s = 6/2 and Chebyshev’s inequality we obtain the assertion. 
(2.4) THEOREM. Let Xl , X2 ,... be a uniformly mixing sequence with mixing 
coejkient cp. If E 11 X, II3 < co and if (1.6) holds, then there exists K > 0 such 
that for all n E N 
I&(O) < Kn-li4 log n 
and 
D,(3) < Kn-l14(log n)s/2. 
For univariate random variables Jogesh Babu et al. [8] proved D,(O) < 
Kn-2/11 log n and 
IF, - @){x < 01 < Kn-2”1(1 + I t I)-” lo@p(n(l + I t I)) 
for all real t. 
(2.5) THEOREM. Let Xl , X2 ,... be a strongly mixing sequence with mixing 
coeficzknt 0~. If E 11 Xl IId < to for all 6 > 0 and if (1.7) holds, then for all 7 > 0 
and 8 2 0 there exists K > 0 such that for all n E IV 
D,(e) < K&/2+7. 
For univariate strongly mixing random variables Tikhomirov [13, p. 4, 
Theorem 21 obtained the result 
D,(O) < Kn--8(1+/2 
under the assumption E I Xl 12+8 < to, 0 < 6 < 1. 
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3. PROOFS OF THEOREM (2.4) AND (2.5) 
In the proofs let K be a generic positive constant which may depend on k, 
0, 2, y, 8, E II Xl IIs> and C @/‘+) or C a’(n), respectively, but not on n or 
quantities depending on n as, e.g. 1, p, q, r, m. We shall write a, N bn for real 
sequences a, , b, if lim an/b, = 1. If  a positive definite matrix A is given then 
we shall write B2 = A to define the positive definite symmetric matrix B 
satisfying B2 = A. 
The Uniformly Mixing Case 
Consider 0 = 0 first. For n E N let p = p(n) and q = q(n) E {l,..., n} and 
define nonnegative integers I, m, r, t by 
and 
For i : = 
and 
n = l(p + q) + y, r<p+q, 
I = ml+ t, t < 1. 
1 ,..., 1 define 
qi=q+l if i<t, ql=q ifi>t 
mi = (i - l)(p + m) + q1 + *a* + pip1 . 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Let J’i = Xmi+l + ... + Xmi+a+m ,4 = -L~+p+m+l  ... + Xm.+B+m+ai and 
u=z,+ *.* + Zz, W = Y1 + ... + Y,. Let Y; ,..., Y,’ be Independent 
random vectors such that for i = l,..., 1 the distributions of Yi and Yi coincide, 
and let W’ = Y,’ + -1. + Y; , and R, 2 = Cov(lV’). For E > 0 to be specified 
later let 
A, = P{n-1/2 II U (/ > kr’ log n}, 
A2 = sup{ 1 P{ W E C} - P{ W’ E C}l : C convex, measurable}, 
A, = sup ] 1 P(&l WE C}- s 1 &) @(dx) 1: C convex, measurable\, 
A, = sup 11 j (l&Q) - l&$x)) @(dx) I: C convex, measurable/. 
Then 
IL(O) < A, + A, + A, + A, + Kn-6 log n. (3.5) 
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For i = l,..., n let Xi = X,1(11 Xi /I < (Zq + t)1/2}, for i := I,..., 1 let 2; --= 
X’ q-P+m+l + ... + xni+P+m+ni 1 and u’ = Zi + ... + Z; . Then 
P{U # U’} < (Zq + t)-li2 E I/ X, 113. (3.6) 
For i = 1 ,..., 1 let 2: = Z:l{(l .Zil\ < (Zq + t)l’“}, and 
u,,=z;+ ... + 2:. Then 
P(U’ # U”} < i (Zq + t)-2 E I/ 2; 1j4. 
1 
(3.7) 
The proposition in [9] implies that for i = l,..., I 
E II 2; /I4 < K(@ + p(h + V’“) (3.8) 
Let V, ,..., V, be independent random vectors such that for i = l,..., Z the 
distributions of Vi and Zi coincide, and let V = VI + 1.. + I/r . Iosifescu’s 
lemma [7, Lemma 4, p. 3051 implies 
P{n-112 (I u 11 > kn-c log ?z} < z&J + m) + P{n-l/2 // V/I > /m-E log n}. (3.9) 
Assume that 
Zq + t < n1-2c and 22 1. (3.10) 
Forj = l,..., K let Y(j), ZJo’), Vf) be thejth component of the vector V, Zi, V, , 
respectively. Then 
P((Zq + t)-l/2 II VII > k log n} 
< i P{(Zq + t)+ I V(j) I > log n} 
1 
< n-l f (E exp((Zq + t)-lj2 V(j)) + E exp( -(Zq + t)-l/2 V(j))) 
= cqi E exp((Zq + t)-1’2 V,!j’) + h E exp(-(Zq + t)-lj2 
11 1 
For j = l,..., k and i = l,..., Z we have 
E exp(j-(Zq + t)-l” V(j)) z 
< 1 + (Zq + t)-1’2 I EVP’ ( + e(Zq + t)-’ E II V, 11’ 
< 1 + (4 + t)% + IWIt 4 II2 + El/ Zl12 (1 + 4) 
< 1 + (zq + t)-l(q + 1)-W 4 II2 (1 + 4 (1 + $ rp’/‘($ 
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Hence 
P((Zq + q-1/2 // v 11 > k log Yz} < Kn-1. (3.11) 
Now (3.10) implies 
A, < l-q-1 + (Zq + q-1/2 + n-1) + Zcp(p + m). (3.12) 
An upper bound for A, can be found with Iosifescu’s lemma: 
A2 G Md- (3.13) 
It is easily seen that 
4 < Kmax(A, , A,“), (3.14) 
where A, = n-l (I&” - Rn2 //. To find an upper bound for A, we may assume 
w.1.o.g. that K = 1. The identities 
and 
Zn2 = nEX: + 2 i (n -j) EXIXj (3.15) 
2 
( 
m-m 
Rn2=Z (p+m)EX12+2 1 (p+m-j)EX,Xj (3.16) 
2 
imply with Lemma (1 .l) in [6] that for 1 > 1 
I Z,,’ - Rn2 I < (n - Z(p + m)) EX12 1 + 4 f qW(w) 
1 
+ 4n i (p”‘“(v>(E II X, /13)2’3 
B+m+l 
+ 4(Z - 1) c v~~/~(er)(E II Xl !]3)2/3. (3.17) 
2 
From 
we obtain that 
and therefore 
p)(w) < Kw-2 (3.18) 
c TPcp2/3(w) < 00 (3.19) 
( Zn2 - Rn2 1 < K(n - Z(p + m) + np+3 + Zp2/3). (3.20) 
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Hence 
A, < K(n-‘Zq + p-l/3). (3.21) 
To find an upper bound for A, we first use the truncation method. For 
i = l,..., I let Yt = Yil((l Yi 11 < Z1&z1/2>, and IV” = Y;’ + ... + Y:. Then 
P(W f W"} < zP(Y; # Y;'} < ZP{jl Y; /j > z1/2n1/2} 
< Z-1/2(p/n)3/z E I/ P-~/~Y~ l13. 
With Ibragimov’s lemma [6, Lemma 1.9, p. 3611 we obtain 
P{W # Iv} < K(Zn/p)-l/2. (3.22) 
Let a, and Tm2 be the mean and variance of W”, respectively. Then 
II a, II < K(lp>1’2(WP)-1’2 
and 
(3.23) 
11 Rn2 - Tn2 II < KEp(Zn/p)-1/2. (3.24) 
From (3.23) and (3.24) we conclude that 
A, < WeP” + A,, (3.25) 
where A, = sup{ I P{T;l( Wg - a,) E C} - j lc(x) @(kc)1 : C convex, measur- 
able}. With Lemma (4.11) we obtain an upper bound for A,, 
A, < K(Z-l12(Ml + M,) + Z+12). (3.26) 
where in the definition of Mi and M, (see (4.10)) Qr is the distribution of Y;‘, 
and s > 0 is arbitrary but fixed. We shall first derive an upper bound for 
M, = sup{/ x I3 1 F,(X) - @i(x)/: x E R, I/ t /I = 11. If x2 < 2 log 11 then Theo- 
rem 1 in [8] implies 
/ x 13 IF,(x) - tDl(X)I < Kj+/l’(log q/a. 
If x2 > 2 log n then Theorem 2 in [8] yields 
1 x 13 (F,(x) - aJl(X)j < Kp-lZa(log n)“. 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
Note that F,(X) = 0 if x < -Z1j2n1/2 and F,(X) = 1 if x > Z1/2n1Z2. To find an 
upper bound for Ml observe first that 
I x2 I F,(x) - tDl(x)l dx < KZ-“j2. (3.29) I,~>P’*n~‘* 
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With 
s ~~~~l’kZ’~* x2 1 F,(x) - G+(x)1 dx < KM, log n (3.30) 
we obtain 
Ml < K(M, log n + E-s/a) (3.31) 
and with (3.27), (3.28) 
A, < K(z-lyylog n)‘32 + 1-q. (3.32) 
For n > 16 choose p and q such that p N n3i4, q N ki4, p(n1/4 - 1) >, n, 
Q--- < n1/4. Then (3.10) holds for E = $ and sufficiently large n. With 1 N n114 we 
obtain Ai < Kn-l14, i = 1 ,.. ., 4, and with (3.5) this implies 
DJO) < Kn-l14 log n. (3.33) 
The upper bound for D,(3) can be obtained from (3.33) if d(C) < (2k2 log n)l/a 
and form Proposition (2.1) if d(C) 3 (2@ log n)ljz. 
The Strongly Mixing Case 
Consider 8 = 0 first. For n E N and i = l,..., n let Xi = Xil(l,xrl,Gn~lB~ , and - -- 
define & , r, Fi , .& , U, W, etc., using Xi instead of Xi . It suffices to show 
that for all 7 > 0 
Dn(0) = sup{/ P{z;‘S, E C} - @p(C)/ : C convex, measurable) 
< f&+/2+7 (3.34) 
For E > 0 to be specified later let 
if1 = P(11~2-~/~811 > n-+}, 
A2 = sup{ 1 P{ w E C} - P{ IV’ E C} j : C convex, measurable}, 
z3 = sup{1 E’(RilW’ E C> - @(C)l: C convex, measurable}, and 
J4 = sup [I j (1 .(R,,(x)) - 1 &?,(x))) @(dx) / : C convex, measurable/. 
Then 
iT,(O) f ii1 + ii2 + 2, + A4 + KnsE. (3.35) 
Assume that for some fixed El > 0 
q > & . (3.36) 
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Then Lemma (4.4) implies 
A2 < K&:2 + 2A 3’ (3.37) 
Here we use that a(@ < Kn+ for all s > 0, and Sazonov’s lemma (see [l I, 
Lemma 1, p. 1831. Assume that for some fixed [a > 0 
lq + t < n1-2E-Cz. (3.38) 
Then Proposition (3.7) and Remark (3.12) in [5] imply 
i& < KTZ+~. (3.39) 
Using the identities corresponding to (3.15) and (3.16) and the inequality 
corresponding to (3.14) we obtain 
34 < K ((29 + t) (1 + c @(o)) n-l + EC oil/3(V) ZIn-1 + n@)). (3.40) 
Here we used / EX; 1 < Krs for every positive s. Note that c o1113(v)v < K. 
Hence 
p 3 nB for some fixed 5, > 0 (3.41) 
implies 
x4 < Klqn-I. (3.42) 
We now show by induction that for all s E N and 7 > 0 
qj) < f&-(s+1)/(2S+6)+7, (3.43) 
First consider s = 1. Let E = $ - T > 0 and choose p N n1/2, q N n7. Then 
1 N n1/2, lq + t N n1/2+~, and (3.38) holds. To find an upper bound for z3 
we use the Berry-Esseen theorem (see [2, Corollary 17.2, p. 165]), 
x3 < KW2 E // T-‘yI 113 < KZW2. (3.44) 
Here T2 is the covariance matrix of FI . With (3.37), (3.39), and (3.42) this 
implies (3.43) for s = 1. Now let s > 2 and assume that (3.43) holds for s - 1. 
Lemma (4.11) yields 
ifi < K(MI + M2 + l-c)l-‘~2, (3.45) 
where c > 0 is arbitrary but fixed, and in the definition of MI and M, Q1 is the 
distribution of T-lFI . From (3.43) for s - 1 and Proposition (4.49) we obtain 
that for all T > 0 
Ml + M, < Kp--sl(Zs+4)+r (3.46) 
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Fix 0 < pi < (S - l)/((s + l)(s + 3)), let c = (S + l)@.r + 6), and choose 
P, Q E u,..., n> such that p N ns/@+l), q N ~1. Then (3.38) holds for sufficiently 
large n. With 2 - nlj(S+l), (3.45), and (3.46) we obtain that for all T > 0 
A& < Kn-+. (3.47) 
Here we choose c sufficiently large and use 
-(2(s + l))-1 - s”/((s + 1)(2s + 4)) < --E. 
Now (3.39), (3.37), (3.47), (3.42), and (3.35) prove the induction. 
4. LEMMAS 
Here we collect auxiliary lemmas which might be also of independent interest. 
Lemma (4.4) extends Iosifescu’s lemma [7, Lemma 4, p. 3051 to the case of 
strongly mixing random vectors, and Lemma (4.11) is a multivariate version 
of a result of Zolotarev [14, Theorem (6), p. 5331. 
Let (X, &, P) be a probability space, m E N, d0 ,..., ~2~ sub-a-fields of &, 
and for i = O,..., m let Pi be the u-field generated by &s ,..., &, and 6 the 
u-field generated by di, ,Pe,+l ,..., S& . Let 01~ ,..., a1)2 E [0, $1 and assume that 
for i == l,..., m, AE.P~-~ and BEF~ 
1 P(A n B) - P(A) P(B)\ < ai. (4.1) 
For i = O,..., m let fi: X -+ Rk be .&measurable, and let fi ,...,fk be inde- 
pendent random vectors such that for i = O,..., m the vectors fi and fi have 
the same distribution. For E > 0 and measurable A C W let 
Ae = {y E Rk: 3x E A s.t. \j x - y I/ < <} (4.2) 
and 
A--E = ((Ac)3c, (4.3) 
where BC is the complement of the set B. Let &I? be a family of measurable sets 
suchthatforallBE~andEE[W,ZE[WkwehaveBEE~andB+xE~.Let 
y = 2 max{&? i = l,..., m}, and for 6 > 0 let 
(4.4) LEMMA. Assume that for i = 0 ,..., m and x E W 
(4.5) 
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Then for all B E @ 
I P(fo + ... +frn~B) -P{f; + ... +.fdt~B)l 
< (2M + l>“C @ + &(2rnY). 
Proof. W.1.o.g. we may assume that (f, ,..., fin) and (fd ,..., fa) are inde- 
pendent. Assume first that for i = O,..., m - 1 the vectorfi is concentrated on 
a finite set Si , i.e., P{fi E SJ = 1. Then 
m-1 
G c I Pig, + fi + h, E B} - P{g, + f; + h, E B}j, 
1=0 
where g, = fi + ... +f;-r and hl =fi+l + ... +fm . Fix I E {O,..., m - 11. 
Since gz and (fi ,fi , hL) are independent we obtain 1 P{g, + fi + h, E B) - 
JYg, -I- fi 4 4 E @I < sup{1 P{fr + h, E B) - P{f; + hl E B}I: B ~3’). For 
I3 E@ we have ( P(f, + h, E B) - P{fi + hl E B)J < CsGsl 1 Pfh, E B - s and 
fi = S} - P{h, E B - s> P(f, = s}l < #Spl+l . Hence for all B E 9 
lp(f,+.~.+fm~B)--P(,f;,+~..+f6~B)I <f #Sz-P, (4.6) 
I=1 
We now approximate the not necessarily simple random vectors f. ,...,f+r by 
simple random vectors f $,. . . , fz-r which are concentrated on finite sets 
S o ,..., S,-, such that 
sup{llfi*(x) -f&II: X E x, i = o,..., m - 1) < y (4.7) 
and 
#Si < (2M + 1)‘” 01$, i = O,..., m - 1. (4.8) 
Fix i E (O,..., m - 1). We may assume w.1.g. that c++~ # 0. Let 
r = [a;.:“], (4.9) 
where [x] is the integral part of x E IF!. Writef, = (fir ,...,f& For (jr ,...,jJ E Zk 
let 
A(j, ,..., jk) = (x E X: jl - 1 < r&(x) < j, , I = l,..., k} 
and 
f? = 1 +(jl ,...,jJ lA(j,,...,jk) ,
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where the summation extends over all (j,,...,jk)EZk with A(j, ,...,jk) # 0. 
The vectorf? is concentrated on the set Si = (r”(j, ,..., ja)‘: \l(jl )...) jk)ll < MY}. 
Now (4.7) and (4.8) hold. For i = 0 ,..., m - 1 let (fi)* be constructed as fT. 
Then for B ~9’ we obtain with (4.6) P{f, + ... -+ fm E B} - P( f  h + ..a + f  I, E B) 
< P{f*, + ... + f$+1 + fm E Bw) - P{(f;)* + (f;)* + ‘0. + (f;-,>* + 
fh E Bmy} + ~,(2my) < (2M + l)k CE, a2.1’ + &2my). Similarly, using 
(B-f), C B for E > 0 we obtain P( f  i + . ..+f.,~Bj-P{fo+ . ..+fm~B} < 
P{(f;)* + (f;,* + ... + (fin-l>* +f:,~B-“9 - P{f$ +f,* + 9.. +ff-I+ 
fm E B-my) + ~,(2my) < (2M + 1)” zz, ati2 + ~m(2m~). This proves the 
lemma. 
Let X, , X2 ,... be a sequence of independent identically distributed K- 
dimensional random vectors with mean 0, Cov(X,) = I, and for n E N let Qn 
be the distribution of n-lJ2(XI + *.. + X,). For t E Rk letF, be the distribution 
of (t, X,), and let @r be the distribution of the univariate standard normal 
variable. Assume that 
Ml = sup Ij (1 + 3x2) IF,(x) - @p,(x)1 dx: II t II = I/ < 1 (4.10) 
and let 
M, = sup{\ x 1” I Ft(x) - fI$(x)l: x E R, t E R”, I( t II = l}. 
(4.11) LEMMA, For all s E N there exists a positive constant K depending on k 
and s only such that for all n E N and all convex measurable C C Rk 
I Qn(C) - @(C)l < K(n-l/“(MI + M,) + n-8/2). (4.12) 
Proof. In this proof K denotes a generic constant depending on k and s 
only. W.l.0.g. we may assume that 
MI > n+‘i2. (4.13) 
(i) Truncation: For n E N and i = l,..., 71 let Yi = Xi1 (llXill~-n~l~), Zi = Yi - EY,, 
Qk the distribution of n-1/2(ZI + 0-e + Z,), Qi the distribution of 
n-li2(Y, + ... + Y,), a, the mean of Q” n, D, the covariance matrix of Q’ 12) 
AL3 == Jr.2 II XI II31 ~IIX,ll>n*/“~ > and @’ the distribution with characteristic function 
t -+ exp(-(D,t, t)/2). For measurable C C Rk we have 
I QJC) - @(C)l G I Q,,(C) - QiW)l + I QW - 4 - @‘CC - 41 
+ 1 @‘(C - a,) - @(C - a,)/ + I @(C - 4 - @(C)L 
(4.14) 
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Lemma 14.8 in [2, p. 1401 yields 
I &n(C) - !x(C)l < K~-1’3.&3 - (4.15) 
For n E N satisfying 
&,, < W@k) (4.16) 
we have 
/ qc - a,) - @(C - a,)1 + I qc - a,) - @(C)I < Kn-l/Q,*, (4.17) 
(see [2, Lemma 14.6, p. 1311. If we choose K > 16k then (4.17) holds for all 
n E N. To find an upper bound for a,,, write XI = (X,,, ,..., XI,,) and fix 
i E {I,..., k}. We have 
E I Xl,i I3 1 (IX, il>n’l*/k} G - ~‘(-co.-n’~~,k)(X) 4F - @1)(4 I s 
where F is the distribution of XI,i . Using 
II x31 t-m,-n~/z,kJ~) d(F - @J(x) 1 = / -n”‘“(F(-+‘“/k) - @l’,(--n”2/Wl~ 
- 3 1 x”l(-DD,-n’h,*)(X)(F(X) - @l(4) c&x 1 
GM,+%, 
and 
we obtain 
&, < K(M, + M, + rsls). (4.18) 
Combining (4.14), (4.15), (4.17), (4.18) we see that it suffices to find upper 
hounds for A,, = sup{] Q:(C) - @‘(C)I: CC [w” convex, measurable). 
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(ii) W.1.o.g. we may assume that (4.15) holds. Then D, is nonsingular, and 
(see [2, Corollary 14.8, p. 1241. Let # be the Edgeworth expansion for Qh of 
length K + 2s, 
k+Zs 
# = c n-"2Pr(-@o,D" : {X".?&>), 
7=0 
where P, is defined in [2, Lemma 7.2, p. 531 and {xy,,} is the set of cumulants 
of 2, . Let f and g be the characteristic functions of Qn and #, respectively. Let 
P = ~II&lP and rl = ElIGIl k+ss+s. Let B denote the symmetric positive 
definite matrix satisfying B2 = D;l, and q, = E 1) SZ, ])k+28+3. In the following 
let 01 = (01~ ,..., ak) be an arbitrary but tixed nonnegative integral vector with 
C 01~ < k + 2s + 3. By Theorem 9.10 in [2, p. 811 there exists a positive K 
such that 
implies 
(4.20) 
I(P(f - g))(Bt)l < Kn-(k+2s+1)~~o exp(- I] t 11”/5). (4.21) 
Note that * < IID;’ 11 = jl B II2 < Q by (4.19). Hence there exists a positive 
constant K such that 
(4.22) 
implies 
KWf - dN)l d a- ckcs-l)&j exp( - II t 11”/7). (4.23) 
Assume now that 
TZ~/%-~/(~+~~+~)/K < (1 t (1 < n1i2/(16p). (4.24) 
Lemma 14.3 in [2, p. 1251 implies 
I D*f(t)l < K exp(-- II t l12/5>. (4.25) 
From M, < 1 we obtain that there exists Kl depending on k only with 
P GK, (4.26) 
and therefore 
,1/2,j-l/(k+28+1~ > nl/(2(k+2s+l,,/K. (4.27) 
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Hence (4.24), (4.25), and (4.27) imply 
/ Dy(t)l < Kn-(~+l)(~+w). 
Lemma 9.5 in [2, p. 711 implies 
I D%(t)1 G K w-d- II t llz/3>7b 
If t satisfies (4.24), then (4.27) and (4.29) yield 
1 IPg(t)l < KTp-‘k+l”~+w. 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
Let h and h, be the characteristic functions of 2, and X1 , respectively, and let 
K, = (1 - exp(-( 16K,)-2/2))/3. Assume now that 
Then 
l/W+) < II t II ,< G/W. (4.31) 
I Mt) - exp(-- II t IIW < II t II MI (4.32) 
implies 
I W)l < 1 - 2&P. (4.33) 
There exists a positive constant KS depending on /z only such that n > KS 
implies 1 h,(t) - h(t)\ < K, for all t E Rk. In the following we may assume 
w.1.o.g. that n > KS . Then for all t satisfying (4.31) we have 
I WI < 1 - K, . (4.34) 
Therefore 
n1j2/(16p) < II t (1 < n1’2K,/Ml (4.35) 
implies 
1 oaf(t)I < K,-(f4+l)(s+W. (4.36) 
(4.29) and (4.35) imply 
(4.37) 
From (4.23), (4.28), (4.30), (4.36), and (4.37) we obtain 
J - lP(f - &w) 1 ~,,t,,~nl~ex2,,(t) dt j < K+k+28+1’/2 + Kn-(s+1/2). (4.38) 
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The classical smoothing technique (see [2, Chap. 3.111) yields 
sup{] Q;(C) - +(C)l: CC 5P convex, measurable) 
< K@k+28+1)/2 + Kn-(x+1/2) + Kn-lPM, . (4.39) 
Notice that n--(k+2s+1)/2q < Kn-‘12(M, + M, + r8) and therefore 
A, < Kr112(Ml + n/r, + r8) + sup{1 P(C) - #(C)l: CC Iwk measurable}. 
(4.40) 
Let fO be the characteristic function of # - @‘. With Lemma 11.6 in [2, p. 981 
it suffices to show that for all nonnegative integral vectors (Y = (01~ ,..., (Ye) with 
C 0~~ < k + 1 we have J I D%(t)1 dt < Kn-lj2(M, + M, + n-8). Recall that 
for t E IF!” 
k+2s 
h(t) = C n-r/2 i Mm!) C fj xj,+2.4W~ + W 
r=1 WZ=l 1 
where in the third sum the summation extends over all m-tuples of positive 
integers (j, ,..., jrn) satisfying C ji = r, and xzsn(t) is the Zth cumulant of (t, 2,). 
It suffices to show that for t E [wk with Ij t 11 = 1, r = l,..., K + 2s, m = l,..., r, 
and positive integers ji ,. .., jm with C ji = r 
n-ri2 1 fi xii+2.nW 1 < Kn-l12(Ml + M, + n-+). 
1 
Since for m E N 
I n-m’2xm+2.n(t)l G K 
(4.41) 
(4.42) 
it remains to show that for m = l,..., k + 2s 
I n4/2x,+2,,(t)l G Kn-1’2(M1 + M2 + n-9. (4.43) 
For n E N define Y’ = X1l(lux,)lGnl,n) and 2’ = Y’ - EY’, and for m E N let 
x2,, be the mth cumulant of (t, 2’). For m = 2,..., k we have n-(m-2)/2 I E(t, .Qm 
- E(t, Zl)m ) < Kn-(m-2)j2C~, I E(t, Y’)l(E(t, Y’)+l - E(t, Y#(E(t, Yl))“--l I. 
Using I E(t, Y’)l < n-‘&,, , I E(t, YJI < n-‘&,, , 
n--(ti-2)/2 / E(t, Y’)” - E(t, Yl)” I = n-(m-2)/2E I(t, Y’)i” 
1 ~IIX,II>~~ G n -1/26n,a, and (4.18) we obtain that form = 2,..., k + s 
n-(+2)/2 I’E(t, Z’)m - E(t, .ZJm J < Kn-l12(Ml + M, + A+). (4.44) 
683/9/4-g 
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This implies that for m = l,..., k + 2s 
n-mi2 I x~+~.&) - x;+~.~ / < K7r112(Ml + M, + nrs). (4.45) 
To prove (4.43) it therefore suffices to show that for m = l,..., k + s - 2 
n-ml2 I x&+~,~ 1 < Kn-‘/“(Ml + M2 + n+. (4.46) 
This will be done by induction on m. Let 6, be the mean of (t, Y’). Consider 
first m = 1. We have with 1 b, 1 < n-l6,,, 
I XL I G 1 f PDF,@) / + KAa.3 
< x31 IS (-&,1/~)(X) 4q - @J4 
+ Kn-1if,,3. 
With 
I 
x31 (~n112,n1~a)(x) 4F, - @l)(X) 
= n3/2(Ft(n1/2) - @l(n1/2)) + n3/2(Ft(-n112) - a,(-n112)) 
- 3 1 x21(~,l/a,,l/s) CW,(x) - @&4) dx 
we obtain / XL,, I < K(M, + M, + n+) which is (4.46) for m = 1. Assume 
now that 1 < 1 < k + 2s - 1 and (4.46) holds for m = l,..., 1. We show that 
(4.46) holds for m = I + 1, too. For m = l,..., 1+ 3 let CL,,, be the mth moment 
of (t, 2’). Then 
X63.n = A+3 - u + 1) Pz+1 - (4.47) 
(see [3, proof of Lemma 4, p. 153]), and 
n-(z+1)‘2 I l4+2-mXin+l,n / < Kn-1/2(Ml + MS + n+) 
imply that it suffices to show that 
n--(t+u/2 I pz+3 - (1 + l)~~+~ I < Kn-““(Ml + M, + rs). (4.48) 
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We have with 1 b, 1 < +a,,, , n-(1+1)/2 1 E(t, Y’)” 1 < 1 for m = 0 ,..., 1 + 3, 
and l(xz+” - (1+ l)xl+l) d@,(x) = 0: 
n-4+1)/2 1 pz+3 - (2 + 1) /.&I+1 1 < n--(1+1)/2 I 1 (xl+3 - (I + 1) $+I) 
l(-&*,lZ1,P)(X) d(F, - Q(z)I + Kn-N,,, + Kn--(s+1/2) < Kn”~“(n/l, + M, + 
n+). This proves the assertion. 
(4.49) PROPOSITION. Let X1,X2 ,... be a strongly mixing sequence of random 
variables with mixing coeficietzt 01 for which C a”(n) < co for all 6 > 0. Assume 
that for all m, n E N EX, = 0 and sup{E I X, 1”: n E N> < co. Then for every 
s > 0 and E > 0 there exists a constant K such that for all n E N and t 3 nf 
tSP{n-112(X, + ..* + X,) > t} < Kn-1/2. 
Proof. ForpEN letK,(p) =sup{E\X,~~:n~N} 
(i) Consider t > n(s+4)/2 first. Then 
P{n-‘/“(Xl + ... + X,) > t) 
< i P{X, > n-l12t} < nK,(s + 1) n(s+1)12t-(s+1) < K,(s + 1) n-1/2t-s. 
1 
(ii) Let now t Q n(s+4)/2. For n E N and i = l,..., n let Xi = Xil~lx,lGnl,~) 
and S, = n-1/2(X; + **m + XA). Proposition (3.7) together with Remark (3.12) 
in [5] imply that for all m E N there exists a constant K(m) such that for all n E N 
E I S, Im < K(m). 
For p, m E N we have P{n-l12(Xl + -*- + Xn) > t> < qs, > t} + P{S, # 
+/2(X1 + ... + X,)) < t-“K(m) + n-(~-2)/2 K,(p). If we choose p and m 
sufficiently large we obtain the assertion. 
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